Abstract-This paper presents a finite-time heterogeneous cyclic pursuit scheme that ensures consensus among agents modelled as integrators. It is shown that for the proposed sliding mode control strategy, even when the gains corresponding to each agent are non-identical, consensus results within a finite-time provided all the gains are positive. An algorithm is presented to compute the consensus value and consensus time for a given set of gains and initial states of the agents. The set of values where consensus can occur, by varying the gains, has been derived and a second algorithm aids in determining the gains that enable consensus at any point in the aforementioned set, at a given finitetime. As an application, the finite-time consensus in line-of-sight (LOS) rates, over a cycle digraph, for a group of interceptors is shown to be effective in ensuring co-operative collision-free interception of a target, for both constant-speed and realistic models of the interceptors. Simulations vindicate the theoretical results.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the literature pertaining to cooperative control, the consensus problem in multi-agent systems has drawn significant attention [1] . Consensus requires all or some of the states of the cooperating agents, which are dynamical systems themselves, to converge to a common value while the interactions between these agents is represented by a directed or an undirected graph. The undirected graphs, with their symmetric interactions, are more amenable to a detailed analysis, but directed graphs may be better suited to represent the interactions in a practical set-up where the agents are actual vehicles [2] . Consensus laws and their variants have proved to be useful in many applications such as formation control, and target capture [3] , [4] .
One of the common directed topologies over which consensus has been studied is the directed cycle, that relates to the well-known cyclic pursuit paradigm [5] , [6] . While some works, such as [4] , have considered target interception by multiple agents in cyclic pursuit, the agents have been modelled as linear systems, mostly single or double integrators, that achieve consensus in position and velocity. Moreover, most of the consensus laws over directed cycles lead to asymptotic convergence. Ref. [7] dealt with finite-time consensus over balanced graphs, but the consensus value could not be controlled at will since the gains for all the agents were identical and it was shown that under such circumstances the consensus value was the average of the maximum and minimum initial state values within the group. In several works, such as [4] , [8] , [9] , dealing with asymptotic versions of heterogeneous cyclic pursuit, it was shown that the ability to control the consensus value, through a tuning of edge weights, or gains, is critical to problems such as rendezvous, and target capture. However, a finite-time version of heterogeneous cyclic pursuit had not been employed to address these problems so far. Some preliminary results in this direction are provided in [10] .
Further, some works [11] , [12] have focussed on obtaining the bounds on possible perturbations to such heterogeneously chosen edge weights that still guarantee consensus. But, it may be deduced from [8] , [13] that the consensus value, under cyclic pursuit, would be altered by any amount of perturbation on any edge. Hence, even if consensus is achieved, there is no way to ensure that the consensus value will remain insensitive to edge weight perturbations. This problem too remains relatively unexplored in the existing literature.
A recurring feature of results related to the linear consensus problem is that their applications to any practical or realistic problem generally involve a simplification of the dynamics of individual agents. Often, the actual dynamics are either best captured by linear systems of higher order, or nonlinear systems, while the consensus results are applicable to agents modelled by integrators. A particular problem is one of cooperatively intercepting a target using multiple missiles. This is particularly significant for intercepting many modern ships that have close-in weapon system (CIWS) [14] which can engage interceptors in a one-to-one scenario. By exploiting the vulnerability of CIWS to attack by multiple missiles, and its limited coverage zone, it is possible to saturate a target's engagement capability and also to intercept it along different approach angles using a team of cooperating missiles. This cooperation also enhances the visibility of target due to multiple viewing angles and is also critical to avoiding collision among the intercepting missiles. Imposing a pre-specified impact direction in one-to-one engagements has been ensured using several strategies. One such way, that also ensures robustness against uncertainties, is the use of sliding mode control (SMC) for guidance design. For instance, [15] proposed an SMC-based guidance strategy to intercept targets in head-on, tail-chase, and head-pursuit engagements, while [16] , [17] proposed guidance laws that ensure alignment of a missile with a predefined angle, within a finite-time. Though convergence of missile heading to a desired direction of approach was ensured, an explicit evaluation of the exact time of convergence was intractable. Ref. [18] proposed an SMC based guidance which enhanced the capture zone by using two switching surfaces. However, none of these guidance laws were designed within a cooperative framework. Although [19] presented cooperative guidance laws that enforce certain relative geometry between missiles and target at interception, the laws are based on linearized engagement dynamics. Thus, design of co-operative interception strategies, that consider nonlinear engagement dynamics, present a challenging class of problems.
The main contributions of the present paper can now be summarized, in the light of the above discussions. First, a finite-time version of heterogeneous cyclic pursuit is presented. The conditions for the stability of the same are analytically obtained. Next, for a given choice of gains that ensures consensus in the aforementioned cyclic pursuit paradigm, an algorithm is proposed to evaluate the value of consensus. Third, given a desired value of consensus, that belongs to the feasible set, and an a-priori selected finite-time of convergence, another algorithm is presented that provides a suitable set of gains for the agents to meet the requirements. Fourth, it is shown that a small enough perturbation to most of the gains (other than two) does not alter the value of consensus and the finite convergence time. Fifth, the proposed finitetime cyclic pursuit set-up is applied to obtain consensus in line-of-sight (LOS) rates of multiple missiles which not only ensures successful interception of the target, but also provides a method for collision avoidance among the cooperating missiles. Finally, the proposed consensus scheme is applied to the nonlinear engagement scenario while considering both constant speed interceptors, and also interceptor models that account for variations in aerodynamic parameters leading to realistic engagement scenarios.
This paper is organized in the following manner. Section II provides some background on the existing results related to cyclic pursuit and a brief outline of sliding mode control. In Section III formal statements of the main problems, addressed in this paper, are given. This is followed by Section IV, where a detailed analysis of finite-time consensus over a cycle digraph is presented along with its application to the problem addressed in this paper. In Section V, the finitetime consensus strategy over cycle digraph is applied to ensure cooperative interception of a target by multiple missiles. Section VI establishes the validity of the presented results through simulations. Finally, Section VII concludes the paper by outlining directions for future research.
II. MATHEMATICAL FOUNDATIONS
This section provides some background on the cyclic pursuit paradigm. Subsequently, some preliminary concepts on sliding mode control are summarized. These will aid in laying the foundations for the analysis of finite-time consensus over a directed cycle that is presented later.
A. Consensus via Cyclic Pursuit
For a system of n agents in cyclic pursuit, every agent, indexed i, receives information about some or all the states of an agent indexed i + 1 (modulo n) and designs its control based on this information. In Fig. 1 the pursuit graph is shown. Note that the flow of information is in a direction opposite to that indicated by the arrows on the edges of the pursuit graph. If the dynamics of the agents are given by single integrators, the kinematic equation of agent i can be described bẏ
where x i is the state of agent i (modulo n), u i is the control input, and
, linear consensus protocol [8] results. Under such a paradigm, the point of convergence is
ki ,which belongs to the interior of the convex hull of the initial agent states, {x i (0)} i=1,...,n , when k i > 0 ∀ i. Ref. [8] further showed that at most one of the gains, k i , can be negative, subject to a lower bound. This expands the set of points where the agents may converge.
B. Sliding Mode Control
Sliding mode control (SMC), which was developed for control affine dynamic systems, provides a simple design procedure and its implementation leads to such closed loop dynamics as are insensitive to parameter variations and disturbances. It involves the design of functions of the system states, and control inputs that are discontinuous in their arguments. Consider the systeṁ
for which the control, u, has to be designed to ensure x → 0, where x denotes the states of the system. The controller design is tantamount to choosing 1) switching surfaces, σ(x) ∈ R m , that are typically linear combinations of the states, and lead to x → 0 if σ(x) = 0, 2) control u that acts discontinuously, component-wise:
where i ∈ {1, · · · , m}. A frequently used discontinuous function used in SMC is sign(.) : R → {−1, 0, +1} (signum function), which equals −1, when its argument is negative, +1 for a positive argument and sign(0) = 0. With an appropriate choice of control, the system states can be made to align towards σ(x), reach the switching surface within a finite-time, and subsequently continue to remain on this switching surface. The resultant closed loop dynamics, given by σ(x) = 0, are called the sliding modes, and are of order m. The main features of SMC, that distinguish it from other nonlinear control techniques, are that sliding mode is achieved within a finite-time, and that its dynamics are insensitive to system parameter perturbations, and external disturbances [20] . Further details about SMC are available in [21] , [22] . It may be remarked that for the consensus problem, in particular, it is not straightforward to prove that SMC leads to the desired effect, i.e. consensus [7] .
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
This paper addresses the problem of ensuring a finite-time consensus over a cycle digraph for agents modelled as single integrators. It is desirable that the designed control law, besides meeting this fundamental objective, ought to have certain other features. These are summarized in this section through formal problem statements.
Problem 1: For a system of n agents in cyclic pursuit, whose dynamics are given by (1), design a control law, u i , that ensures consensus in the agents' states at any desired finite-time, t f ∈ (0, ∞), and at a desired value of consensus, X f , within some feasible set.
Problem 2: For the designed consensus law that solves Problem 1, determine the robustness of the consensus law against variations in control parameters. Also, determine the sensitivity of the point of convergence, X f , and the time of convergence, t f , to such variations.
As indicated in Section I, the efficacy of the designed finitetime consensus law, that solves Problem 1, is tested under a cooperative multi-missile engagement scenario. Note that the terms 'missile' and 'interceptor' are used interchangeably throughout this paper. The set-up for this engagement is now described. Planar engagement scenarios with n interceptors, having equal speed V M , are shown in Fig. 2 . The i th missile's flight path angle and LOS angle are denoted by γ Mi and θ i , respectively, while the distance of the target from the i th missile and the lateral acceleration of the i th missile are r i , and a Mi , respectively. The target is at the origin of the reference frame.
The kinematic equation that governs the engagement between the i th interceptor and the target is given bẏ
where θ Mi = γ Mi − θ i , for i = 1, 2, . . . n, and V ri , V θi are the components of velocity that are parallel and perpendicular, respectively, to the corresponding LOS. The angle θ Mi is the heading angle error for the target and i th interceptor pair. Definition 1: ( [16] ) Impact angle is defined as the angle, with respect to some specific reference, at which the interceptor intercepts a stationary target. In general, impact angle for i th interceptor can be defined as the value of γ Mi at interception, that is, θ imp i = γ M iF , where the subscript F denotes the final value at the point of interception.
Remark 1: Impact angle is the same as LOS angle, θ iF , at the point of interception, ifθ iF = 0 and miss-distance, r iF ∈ (0, r lethal ) , where r lethal is the lethal radius for the missile. This is so becauseθ i = 0 implies θ M i = 0, from (4b), even if r i > 0 and hence, γ Mi − θ i = 0. Now, some assumptions are made about the multi-interceptor engagement problem. However, these are non-restrictive.
Assumption 1: Guidance laws are derived under the assumption that |θ Mi | = π/2.
Remark 2: Assumption 1 is not very restrictive because it has been proved in [16] that even if |θ Mi | = π/2 at some instant, the system will not remain there and thus such an event may occur at isolated points in time. The significance of this assumption will be clearer later when it will be shown that the control input, a Mi , is multiplied by the term cos θ Mi .
Assumption 2: Guidance is designed within a nonlinear framework to circumvent the difficulties and limiting assumptions that arise due to linearization.
Remark 3: Assumption 2 admits a broader guidance framework since it implies that the guidance designed under this nonlinear setting will also be effective in a linear framework. Moreover, the linearized dynamics are restrictive in their applicability, especially for large initial heading errors at the onset of the terminal phase.
Assumption 3: The n interceptors communicate over a directed cycle graph, as in Fig. 1 , and their indexing (mod n) is so chosen as to ensure that
Remark 4: Assumption 4 implies that the agents are indexed in ascending order starting with any one agent, labelled 1, and moving in an anti-clockwise direction with the target at the centre.
Assumption 4: There exists at least one pair {k, l} ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , n} such that sign(θ k (0)) = −sign(θ l (0)) where sign(.) is the signum function.
Remark 5: Assumption 4 essentially implies that the initial LOS rates of all the agents are not of the same sign. This is not too restrictive either because the sign ofθ i (0) can be controlled by the heading angle at the onset of the terminal phase, as may be observed from (4b). The third problem addressed in this paper may now be formally stated.
Problem 3: Subject to Assumptions 1, 2, 3, and 4, design a cooperative guidance strategy to ensure the interception of a stationary target by multiple interceptors with different impact angles or approach angles, which have a relative spacing among them, while avoiding collision among the interceptors.
IV. FINITE-TIME CONSENSUS
This section presents a detailed analysis of a finite-time heterogeneous cyclic pursuit scheme that leads to the solutions of Problems 1 and 2. In this paper, for finite-time consensus via cyclic pursuit, the function f i (.), as described in (1), is chosen as
where w i > 0 and sign(.) represents the signum function. The function w i sign(.) can be considered analogous to an edge weight of a cycle digraph in the linear consensus protocol [11] . It will be shown that this choice of control law results in a finite-time version of the asymptotic heterogeneous cyclic pursuit [8] , [11] , [23] discussed earlier. It may be noted that a similar finite-time consensus law was analyzed for undirected graphs with identical gains (edge weights) or for balanced directed cycle graphs, that is, with w i = M > 0 ∀ i in [7] . In contrast, heterogeneous gains are admitted in this paper for a class of digraphs: directed cycles. The system is thus described by:ẋ
where
Lemma 1: At any instant of time, t, unless σ i (t) = 0 ∀ i, there exist some k, l ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} such that sign(σ k (t)) = −sign(σ l (t)).
Proof: Observe that
This completes the proof. Lemma 2: If σ i (t) does not change sign over the interval (t 0 , t 1 ) and x i (t) = x i+1 (t) for any t ∈ (0, t 0 ), then x i (t) for t ∈ (t 0 , t 1 ) is given by:
Proof: Proof follows from integrating both sides of (6) using the fact that sign(σ i (t)) is a constant (+1 or −1) over the interval (t 0 , t 1 ).
Remark 6: It follows from Lemma 2 that at any instant of time, t, the evolution of the state x i (t) is given by a segment of a straight line, the sign of whose slope depends on the sign of σ i (t) and the magnitude of this slope is w i . Without loss of generality, suppose the state x i (t) evolves along a straight line segment, say L i (t), with a slope +w i . Evidently, as long as L i (t) does not intersect with L i+1 (t) at some t = t i , the slope of L i remains unchanged.
Lemma 3:
Differentiating both sides with respect to time, it follows thaṫ
Evidently,V i (t) > 0 when sign(σ i+1 (t)) = sign(σ i (t)) and
, while the slope of the segment L i+1 remains unchanged, unless it also intersects with L i+2 at t i , there is a sign reversal of σ i (t) at t = t i . This can be observed by comparing the signs of σ i (t
Proof: For w i = w i+1 it readily follows that so long as sign(σ i+1 (t
and L i+1 (t) are segments of two parallel lines. However, for sign(σ i+1 (t
Using the same arguments as in the proof of Lemma 3, it may be observed that there is a sign reversal of σ i (t) at t i and thereafter for all t > t i ,V i (t) = 0 holds.
Lemma 5:
Proof: Consider V i as defined in the proof of Lemma 3. Note that here it is assumed that L i+1 has a slope, ±w i+1 at the time t i . If, however, L i+1 has already intersected and merged with L i+2 , then its slope will be ±w i+2 . In any case, this merger is only possible when w i+2 ≤ w i+1 (as is evident from Lemmas 3 and 4), and subsequently, w i+2 < w i . In that case, replacing w i+1 by w i+2 will not alter this proof. One may thus writė
which, along with w i > w i+1 , leads toV i < 0 ∀t, irrespective of the value of sign(σ i+1 (t))sign(σ i (t)). Further,
As may be observed from Fig. 3 , Lemmas 3 and 5 indicate that if
On the other hand, for
Instead, the slope of L i (t) changes sign at t = t i , while retaining its magnitude, w i .
Theorem 1: The cyclic pursuit system given by (1), and (5) achieves consensus in its states within a finite-time if
Proof: At an instant t, there always exist X m (t) = min i x i (t), and X M (t) = max i x i (t). Consider the sets S m (t) = {i : x i (t) = X m (t)}, and S M (t) = {i :
This is not possible since for some i ∈ S m , there exists i + 1 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} \ S m , so thaṫ x i > 0. Consequently, for every agent i ∈ S m ,ẋ i > 0 since otherwise the corresponding L i will not stick to L i+1 , thereby violating Lemma 5. Analogously, there exists some i ∈ S M such that i + 1 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} \ S M , so thatẋ i < 0. This, in turn, leads toẋ i < 0 ∀ i ∈ S M . Thus, except at some isolated points (sets of measure zero), where two segments L i and L i+1 intersect, the function V (t) is differentiable everywhere else (differentiable almost everywhere). At these isolated points, Clark's generalized gradient [24] may be applied to conclude thatV (t) < 0 at these sets of measure zero. Further, wherever V (t) is differentiable, there tooV (t) < 0. This implies that the cyclic pursuit system eventually achieves consensus. It remains to be shown that this consensus is achieved in finite-time. Consider the two gains whose values are the lowest, say w k and w q without loss of generality. It follows that since the evolutions of the states, x i (t) are along segments of straight lines whose slopes are equal to the gains, {w i } i=1,2,··· ,n and the values of these slopes may switch from one gain to another, for an agent, at time instants t i , therefore X m (t) and X M (t) must also evolve likewise. Thus, V (t) < −(w k + w q ) < 0 ∀ t andV (t) is piecewise constant. Consequently, the system attains consensus at or before the time given by t c = V (0)/(w k + w q ).
Remark 8: Theorem 1 and its proof establish the existence of some finite-time, t f , and some consensus value, X f . However, in order to constructively obtain the point of convergence and the time of convergence, Algorithm 1 is effective. The convergence of the algorithm follows from Theorem 1. Some terms need to be defined before Algorithm 1 is stated. All the indices of the agents are taken modulo n.
Definition 2: If the segments L i (t) and L i+1 (t) intersect at time t i for the first time, then X i = x i (t i ) = x i+1 (t i ), and P i is used to denote the pair (t i , X i ). Further, at any instant of time, t, define the set J (t) as
and its cardinality is given by |J (t)| = r. Suppose the elements of J (t) are given by J (t) = {j 1 , j 2 , . . . , j r }. Algorithm 1 may now be presented.
Algorithm 1 Determination of t f and X f 1: i = 1, t = 0. 2: begin loop 3: Obtain P i as in Definition 2; i = i + 1. 4: If i < n, goto 3. 5: end loop 6: Obtain P n with L n (t) and L 1 (t). 7: Construct the set P = {P i } i=1,2,...,n . 8: Obtain T = min i:ti−t>0 t i − t. 9: Construct the set J (t + T ) as in (9). 10: k = 1.
12: Update P j k −1 , (j k − 1 mod n) and subsequently P. 13: k = k + 1. 14: If k < |J (t + T )| + 1, goto 11.
Remark 9: Note that in step 11 of Algorithm 1, a segment L j k merges with L j k +1 if w j k ≥ w j k +1 , thereby reducing the number of such segments by one during the next iteration that commences at step 8. However, if w j k < w j k +1 , the number of segments do not reduce. Hence, if every intersection of a segment L j k and L j k +1 is such that w j k < w j k +1 , Algorithm 1 will fail to converge. But, owing to the cyclic nature of the graph, one cannot have all the gains in such an order that w i < w i+1 ∀ i. Hence, after n iterations at most, at some t = t j k , one of the segments, L j k , must merge with L j k +1 . Similarly, with this updated L j k , there can be at most n−1 iterations after which at least one of the segments merges with its leading segment. By the principle of mathematical induction, it follows that after at most n(n − 1) 2 iterations, Algorithm 1 must converge.
Remark 10: Note that the last intersection of some L j k and L j k +1 at t = t f essentially means that all the agents approach each other in two groups (either merged with L j k or with L j k +1 ). Suppose w j k < w j k +1 . It would be erroneous to conclude, using Lemma 3, that there will be a sign reversal of the slope of L j k and further divergence. This is because in the proof of Lemma 3 it was considered that L i+1 (t) continues unaltered after the intersection with L i (t). However, at t f all the switching functions are zero, implyingẋ i (t) = 0 ∀ i.
Remark 11: From the proof of Theorem 1, owing to the strictly monotonic nature of X M (t) and X m (t), it follows that the point of convergence, X f ∈ (X m (0), X M (0)). However, explicit closed form expressions for the point of convergence, as in [8] for asymptotic cyclic pursuit, cannot be obtained for an arbitrary choice of positive gains, w i . Instead, Algorithm 1 provides a way of computing both X f and the convergence time, t f , for a given set of positive gains.
Conversely, suppose it is required to choose a set of gains {w i } i=1,2,...,n to ensure that the convergence occurs at a point X f ∈ (min i x i (0), max i x i (0)) and at time t f . The choice of gains is non-unique and in this paper one gainselection method to achieve consensus at the desired point and at a given time is provided in the form of an algorithm (Algorithm 2). Before Algorithm 2 is presented, some relevant sets need to be defined. Suppose X m (0) = min i x i (0) and X M (0) = max i x i (0), which is consistent with the notation in proof of Theorem 1. It will be assumed that x p (0) = x q (0) ∀p, q ∈ {1, 2, . . . . , n}, although, with some minor refinements, Algorithm 2 works even when this assumption does not hold. Thus the sets S M (0) and S m (0), as defined in the proof of Theorem 1, are singletons, say S M (0) = {i} and S m (0) = {j}. Now consider a partition of the vertex set, V, such that V = V max ∪ V min , and V max ∩ V min = ∅, where V max = {j + 1, j + 2, . . . , i − 1, i}, and V min = {i + 1, i + 2, . . . , j − 1, j}. This partitioning is illustrated in Fig. 4 , where the dashed line partitions the vertex set into V max (the top half) and V min (the bottom half). Suppose the cardinalities of V max and V min are r and n − r, respectively. Lemma 6: For the finite-time heterogeneous cyclic pursuit system (1), and (5) whose gains, {w i } i=1,2,...,n , are chosen using Algorithm 2, the following hold:
where S M (t) and S m (t) are defined in the proof of Theorem 1. Also, σ i (t), ∀ i, t < t f , does not reverse its sign.
Proof: Note that S M (0) = {i} and S m (0) = {j} are non-empty sets. Subsequently, for any t > 0, Lemmas 3, 4, and 5, combined with the gain selection method in Algorithm 2 ensure that w i < w i−1 < . . . < w j+1 . This implies that the segments L i−1 , L i−2 , . . . , L j+1 each merge with L i before t f at instants given by t i−1 > t i−2 > · · · > t j+1 , and i − k ∈ Algorithm 2 Choice of gains for a given t f and X f 1: For S M (0) = {i}, and S m (0) = {j}, choose
Choose w j−k such that w j−k > w j−k+1 and |σ j−k (0)|
. 6 : k = k + 1 7: If k < n − r, goto 3. 8: end loop 9: begin loop 10: Choose w i−l such that w i−l > w i−l+1 and |σ i−l (0)|
. 12 : l = l + 1 13: If l < r, goto 9. 14: end loop S M (t) ∀t > t i−k where k = 1, 2, . . . , i−j+1(mod n). Similar arguments hold for S m (t). This proves (10) . Note that since Algorithm 2 ensures that w i < w i−1 < . . . < w j+1 and w j < w j−1 < . . . < w i+1 , with indices chosen modulo n, all intersections between L p (t) and L p+1 (t), except the last one between i and j correspond to the scenario in Fig. 3 for w i > w i+1 and hence, by Lemma 5, σ i (t) ∀ i never reverses its sign.
Remark 12: (Insensitivity to gain perturbations) Observe that if gains are chosen using Algorithm 2, there always exists δ > 0, such that the final point of convergence, X f , is not altered when the gain w k ∈ (w k − δ,w k + δ), corresponding to the agent k, where k / ∈ S M (0)∪S m (0), andw k corresponds to the nominal value of the gain.
Using homogeneous gains, consensus will always be achieved at the average of the maximum and minimum of the agents' initial states. But in the statement of Problem 1, it is stated that the system is required to achieve consensus at a value within some feasible set and so the homogeneous finite-time cyclic pursuit presented in [7] is not applicable. Although using heterogeneous gains, it has been shown through Algorithms 1 and 2 that the set of points where consensus can occur is not a singleton, it is still not possible to reach consensus at any arbitrary point on the state space. Hence, a characterization of this feasible set within which the desired point of consensus must lie, needs to be characterized. The following result deals with such reachable sets Lemma 7: (Reachable set) Consider the d-dimensional Euclidean space, R d , over which the dynamics of the agents are described. Suppose the dynamics along the different principle axes are decoupled. The point of consensus belongs to the set R = (X 1m (0),
, where X rm (0) = min i x ri (0),and X rM (0) = max i x ri (0), r ∈ {1, 2, · · · , d}. Proof: The proof follows from the observation that the r th coordinate (r = 1, 2, · · · , d) of the point of convergence belongs to (X rm (0), X rM (0)) and that the dynamics along the principle axes are decoupled, implying that the gains along these directions can be independently designed.
The sufficiency of w i > 0 ∀i in order to guarantee consensus (according to Theorem 1) indicates that like the asymptotic heterogeneous cyclic pursuit in [8] , consensus may be achievable even with a negative gain. The set of reachable points may also be expanded in this case by using negative gain for any chosen agent. Theorem 1 also implies that even if the gains are perturbed from their original values, as long as these gains are all positive, consensus will not be disrupted. However, it is interesting to investigate whether consensus is achievable when one of the gains has a negative value, and if so, then what the lower limit of such a negative gain is. This question is one of robustness, similar to the study of edge weight perturbations in [11] , [12] , and the analysis of reachable sets, if consensus is achievable with a negative gain, is beyond the scope of this paper. The following theorem answers this robustness question.
Theorem 2: For the system described by (1), and (5), suppose a gain w k < 0 while the remaining gains are all positive. Let W min = min i,i =k w i . The system will achieve consensus iff w k > −W min .
Proof: Suppose at least one of the gains,
) and |w k | < slope of L i+1 at t i . This is the only wayV i (t) < 0 can be ensured. Now, applying similar reasoning as in the proof of Lemma 3, it may be concluded that at t i , σ i (t) reverses sign and consequently,V i (t + i ) > 0. Thus, V i (t) starts increasing again. Due to the cycle topology, it follows that eventually the segments, L i corresponding to all the remaining agents in V \ {k} will try to intersect L k either individually or in clusters. However, L k will still have a slope of ±w k . Thus, any segment (or multiple merged segments) that can intersect L k must have a slope greater than |w k |. After every merger of an L i with L i+1 (for w i > w i+1 ), the slope of the merged line is always w i+1 , the lower of the two gains. Thus, among all these segments that approach L k , the one with the least slope is W min . Therefore, w k > −W min must hold for a intersection that may lead to consensus. This proves the necessity.
Suppose the agent k with w k > −W min is the only one with a negative gain. Consensus may fail to occur only if the segment L i corresponding to some agent i fails to merge with L k . Now, consider all agents other than k. These agents will form a chain and whether each of these agents, say i, merges with their leader i + 1 depends on whether w i > w i+1 or not. The leader of this chain is k − 1 and its tail is k + 1. Even if these remaining agents do not merge with their corresponding leaders, they will move towards their leader since their gains are all positive. It therefore follows that eventually all these remaining agents will approach agent k with different gains. Since after a successful merger, both agents move with the lower of the two gains, w i+1 , it follows that some agents will approach agent k with a gain equal to W min . Since, |w k | < W min , all these agents will be able to catch up with agent k. However, they may or may not merge with k depending on whether agent k − 1 is part of their cluster. By induction, it follows that subsequently all the agents will merge with k. Even agent k + 1, which may approach k alone or in a cluster will merge with k, once k +2 has merged with k, by following its leader. After the mergers are all complete,ẋ i (t) = 0 ∀ i, resulting in consensus. This proves the sufficiency. Fig. 5 show the evolutions of switching surfaces when w 5 is perturbed to −14.9 and −15.1, respectively. This illustrates that −W min = −15 is the critical value of gain w 5 at which consensus breaks down. V. COOPERATIVE GUIDANCE SCHEME In this Section, the results on finite-time cyclic pursuit, presented in Section IV, will first be utilized to solve Problem 3. Next, the merits of cooperation among the intercepting missiles will be elucidated.
A. Guidance Strategy
The multi-missile engagement described in Section III will be mathematically analyzed here in order to aid in the design of a suitable guidance strategy.
Lemma 8: The dynamics of the LOS angles for missiletarget pairs are of relative degree two with respect to the lateral accelerations of the missiles, and is given by:
Proof: On differentiating (4b) with respect to time, and substituting suitably using (4c) and (4a), it follows thaṫ
Clearly, the dynamics of θ i is of second degree with respect to missile lateral acceleration. The result is true for any i ∈ {1 · · · n} and this completes the proof. Remark 13: Although the LOS angle θ i has a relative degree of two with respect to the control input a Mi , the LOS rateθ i has a relative degree of one with respect to the same. Note that if the LOS rates for all agents are zero then a successful interception of target is guaranteed provided closing velocity, V ci = −V ri > 0 ∀ i.
Guidance System
Target Information
Cooperation via directed cyclë Note that the dynamics of θ i , for the i th interceptor, can be represented in a form similar to (2) where
MultiInterceptors Engagements
Lemma 9: If the lateral acceleration of i th interceptor is chosen as
then the dynamics of corresponding LOS rate,θ i , reduces to that of a single integrator as in (1), with the auxiliary control input u Mi . Proof: On substituting (14) in (11), one obtains
This completes the proof. Theorem 3: Consider the dynamics of LOS rates given by (11) . If the control input, u Mi , is chosen as
where σ i (t) =θ i (t) −θ i+1 (t), so that the guidance command for i th interceptor as
there exists a choice of {w i } i=1,2,...,n which ensures that the LOS rates,θ i ∀i, converge to zero within a finite-time, provided Assumption 4 holds. Proof: By substituting the value of a Mi and u Mi in (11), one obtains dynamics similar to that of (1). The proof of convergence of LOS rates follows from Theorem 1. Further, Algorithm 2 ensures a suitable choice of {w i } i=1,2,...,n since Assumption 4 guarantees that 0 ∈ (θ min (0),θ max (0)). Note that in the statement of Theorem 3, Assumption 4 may be removed by the use of negative gains to achieve consensus at zero LOS rate even when 0 / ∈ (θ min (0),θ max (0)). But since this paper does not discuss any method to design non-positive gains to achieve consensus at a point outside (θ min (0),θ max (0)), Assumption 4 plays a crucial role.
A schematic representation of the overall guidance scheme for the multi-missile system is shown in Fig. 6 .
Remark 14: The guidance command for the i th missile, (16), consists of two components. One is responsible for the interception of the target while the other ensures consensus in LOS rates at a fixed finite-time. Also, the first term is reminiscent of proportional navigation (PN) class of guidance strategies. Note that the second term depends on the relative LOS rates between the leader (i+1 th missile), and the follower (i th missile), in a cycle digraph, and not on their absolute values.
B. Merits of Cooperation
Among several benefits of cooperation, avoidance of collision among the missiles is most relevant to Problem 3.
Lemma 10: (Collision Avoidance) For gains designed using Algorithm 2, the guidance command (16) guarantees interagent collision avoidance if
Proof: A sufficient condition for collision avoidance is that no two missiles ever have the same LOS angle during the engagement. This, due to Assumption 3, implies that
For t > t f , all the missiles have the same LOS rate, zero in the present case, and so collision is ruled out. Now, by Lemma 6, Algorithm 2 implies that t 0 σ i (τ )dτ ∀ i is a non-decreasing function of t ∈ (0, t f ), since the sign of σ i (τ ) does not reverse in this interval. Thus, one has
Remark 15: The consensus time, t f , can be made arbitrarily small by scaling up all the gains by the some factor, while the consensus value is unchanged. By choosing suitably high values of gains, it can always be ensured that
used. But this comes at a price, since higher values of gains will lead to higher lateral acceleration demands.
Once consensus in LOS rates is achieved, the lateral acceleration requirement for each missile is zero. Hence, it may be tempting to reduce the consensus time, t f , arbitrarily. However, this will lead to requirement of higher lateral acceleration for t < t f , and may even result in its saturation. Therefore, a trade off is required.
Remark 16: As explained in Remark 1, the consensus oḟ θ i ∀i at zero results in alignment of all the interceptors along the fixed final angles γ MiF = θ iF for all t > t f (that is, before the engagement is over), which also corresponds to the impact angle. This is also a feature of the cooperative scheme. If multiple non-cooperating missiles intercept a target individually within a fixed finite-time, say by extending the work in [16] , [17] to multiple missiles, the exact time instants when all the missiles intercept the target is not easy to compute. This is, however, not true of the cooperative approach since after t f , the missiles move along straight lines towards the target. Finally, even if the consensus value of LOS rates is chosen to be non-zero, the collision avoidance feature of Algorithm 2 is retained. Note that in the proof of Lemma 10, the consensus value ofθ i does not influence the subsequent steps.
VI. SIMULATIONS
Simulations are carried out for both constant speed interceptors, and for interceptors whose speeds vary with time owing to aerodynamic variations. However, the gains of the interceptors are computed, using Algorithm 2, assuming constant speeds for the interceptors, in either case. Therefore, successful interception of targets for the latter case would validate the efficacy of the proposed cooperative guidance scheme.
Constant Speed Missile Models
Two scenarios are considered here with five missiles, each of whose speed, V M , is 400 m/s. The range of each missile in either example is 15 km and the values of initial LOS angles θ(0) = [−170
• − 110
Since the earliest possible interception time is r(0)/V M = 37.5 s, the consensus in LOS rates is desired at 20 s. Once consensus is achieved, impact direction will be same as the LOS angle which is consistent with discussions in Section III. Due to Assumption 4, 0 ∈ (min i {θ i (0)}, max i {θ i (0)}). So Algorithm 2 guarantees a choice of gains, {w i } i=1...n that ensures consensus at zero LOS rate. In the first engagement scenario, the requisite gains are chosen by trial and error to ensure consensus at zero LOS rate, while Algorithm 2 is employed for the same in the second case.
Scenario 1: The initial flight path angles of the five missiles are [−90
• − 180 Fig. 7 , which depicts the trajectories of the five missiles, switching surface and corresponding their lateral acceleration profiles, the evolution of their LOS angles, and their rates with time. From Fig 7(a) , it follows that all the five missiles intercept the target while avoiding collision among themselves. Fig. 7(b) shows that the missiles require higher 
(c) LOS angles and their rates lateral acceleration values before consensus is reached, but upon reaching consensus, the lateral acceleration requirement is zero. Note that if the gains are reduced, leading to a slower consensus, the maximum lateral acceleration required by each missile can be reduced. After consensus in LOS rates is reached, both the LOS rates and the LOS angles remain invariant, as illustrated in Fig. 7(c) . Note that the invariance of LOS angles is a result of LOS rate consensus at zero. Further, no two missiles have the same LOS angles at any instant of time, thereby ruling out the possibility of collision. Scenario 2: The initial flight path angles are the same as in Scenario 1, leading to the same initial LOS rates. To illustrate the robustness of proposed algorithm with respect to variation in gains, the perturbed gains are chosen as w = [1.315 1.255 1.685 1.800 2.000] × 10 −3 . Fig. 8(c) shows that all the LOS rates, and the switching surfaces, σ i , converge to zero at t = 20 seconds, while Figs. 8(a) and 8(b) show the trajectories of the five missiles, switching surface deviations and their lateral acceleration profiles, respectively. Observations similar to Scenario 1, including successful interception, are valid here as well. Note that the maximum value of lateral acceleration required by any agent is lower in this case than Scenario 1. This is because, here the gains corresponding to agents 3 and 4 have been reduced (these agents had the two highest gains in Scenario 1) and so the corresponding lateral acceleration values are also lower. Note that although the perturbed gains are not consistent with Algorithm 2, due to the insensitivity of the final consensus value and consensus time to variations in gain, there is no change in these values when two of the gains are perturbed. This further vindicates the claim in Remark 12. In general, the lateral acceleration requirements in both the scenarios can be further reduced if the desired consensus time, t f , is increased by scaling down all the gains using the same factor.
Realistic Missile Models
In this subsection, performance of the proposed guidance law is evaluated with a realistic interceptor model [25] . It will be shown here that due to the inherent robustness of the SMC theory, the interceptor can achieve all objectives under a realistic scenario where the speed of the interceptor varies with time due to aerodynamic effects and time-limited thrust capability. Since the guidance law is designed for planar engagements, an interceptor model in the pitch plane is considered. The equations of motion of the i th point-mass interceptor, flying over a flat and non-rotating Earth, are given byẊ
where m i , V Mi , and γ Mi , are the mass, speed and flight path angle of the interceptor, respectively; T i and D i are thrust and drag on the interceptor, respectively; and g is acceleration due to gravity. Also, X Mi and Y Mi denote the position of the interceptor in the Cartesian coordinate system and a Mi is the commanded interceptor lateral acceleration. The aerodynamic drag acting on the interceptor is modelled as where, D 0i and D Ii , denote the zero-lift drag and induced drag, respectively; C D0 i , K i , A ri , e i , ρ i , s i , and Q i are the zero-lift drag coefficient, induced drag coefficient, aspect ratio, efficiency factor, atmosphere density, reference area, and dynamic pressure, respectively. The detail of these coefficients and other parameters, and their variations can be found in [17] , [25] .
In this simulation, the relative distance of all missile from the ground based target is 15 km. The LOS angles and initial flight path angles of missiles are given by θ = [−90
• −50 −2 rad/s. Note that the guidance loop is closed after the boost phase is over at t = 1.5 seconds, and hence the values of LOS rates at 1.5 seconds serve as initial values for the design of gains. The gains are chosen using Algorithm 2 as w = [3.3208 6.8490 4.1900 3.3320 2.8778] × 10 −3 so as to achieve consensus after 10 seconds (11.5 seconds since start of the overall ebgagement). The initial speeds of all the missiles are equal to 400 m/s. Fig. 9 shows the trajectories of all missiles, switching surface deviations and required lateral acceleration profiles, LOS angles and their rates, variations of missile's speeds, and the drag acting on them. The designed gains, which are supposed to lead to consensus at 11.5 seconds, result in consensus at around 12.5 seconds. This is on account of the variations in missile velocities, which were not considered during the design process of the gains. All the missiles are nevertheless able to achieve consensus in LOS rates at zero, as desired. This is shown in in Fig. 9(c) . Interception of the target occurs without mutual collision, while the acceleration demands are zero after consensus is achieved, as shown in Fig. 9(b) . The missiles' speeds initially increase at a faster rate during the boost phase as shown in Fig. 9(d) , followed by relatively slower growth during sustain phase. During the terminal phase, the speeds decrease, due to presence of drag and lack of the thrust to compensate for the same, as shown in Fig. 9(d) . The drags are higher during sustain phase because of higher induced drag, owing to high missile speeds and lateral accelerations.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented a finite-time consensus algorithm for agents communicating over a cycle digraph. A detailed analysis was carried out for the case when the gains for the agents were allowed to be heterogeneous. Two algorithms were presented that aid in determining the point of convergence, where consensus occurs, and also the finite-time at which consensus occurs.
This consensus scheme was then applied to a cooperative guidance scheme for multiple interceptors which ensures collision avoidance among the missiles. All the interceptors converged on their collision courses at the same time and remained there till interception. The applicability of the consensus scheme was tested on both realistic models of interceptors, as well as the constant speed models. Simulations established that the proposed strategy is effective in ensuring successful interception of the target while the missiles also avoid mutual collision. Future applications of this work may include ensuring specified relative spacing, and salvo attack for the engagement scenario, while theoretical studies of finitetime consensus laws maybe extended to consider higher order agent models over more general directed graphs.
